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In the United States, most students do not have to take

standardized language tests as part of their high school exit

or college entrance requirements. However, internationally,

many students do have to take some form of standardized

assessment to demonstrate language ability, and preparing

students to succeed at those tests, whatever their form, is

often a primary goal of instruction.  

 

In this episode, we will talk with English teachers in Greece

and Australia as well as revisit a couple of past guests

including Beniko Mason (in Japan) and Steve Smith (in the

UK) to hear diverse perspectives on how and why to

prepare students for high-stakes standardized language

testing. 
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Updates from Past Contributors

This week's episode reaction is from

Laura Sexton, @SraSpanglish on

Twitter.  Laura blogs at the website PBL

in the TL and has found success using

the AAPPL to allow students to earn

the Seal of Biliteracy. 
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RESPONSE TO  

EPISODES 63 WITH LINDA EGNATZ

AND 64 WITH MELANIE THOMAS

AND PAT DIPILLO 

Gillian Lord (episode 38) has

been working on the website

Contraseña with

LingroLearning.  It helps to lay

the foundational groundwork to

learn more Spanish, and it is

available to try now!

If you are interested in learning

more about MovieTalk, you can

read Martina Bex's (episode 56)

blog post that explains the

basics behind MovieTalk and

how to use this technique in

your classroom.

I cannot imagine having to make the Seal work for every

language students speak! I know one of my students wanted

a Seal of TRIliteracy, since she also knows ASL, but I never

dug that far to see what it would take. It's noble to

accommodate all of the students, but honestly I've really just

focused on my own Spanish class.   

You can read Linda's

resource page full of links

for each state to help

advocate for the Seal of

Biliteracy.   

As always, please share your ideas and

projects with us on Twitter, Facebook,

or in the comments for this episode!

Check out Linda's

language teacher

reading list! 

The Seal of Biliteracy has

a page for frequently

asked questions.

Resource Corner

Melanie shared a way

to give feedback to her

students around the

proficiency descriptors.

Melanie wrote a list of

resources for teachers

developing a

proficiency based

curriculum.

Laura details her results

with the AAPPL and the

seal of biliteracy with

her students.

Read about the Seal of

Biliteracy guidelines

here from ACTFL, NABE,

NCSSFL and TESOL.

Also, follow the Seal of

Biliteracy on Twitter to

promote bilingual pride!

Still, I think it's worth promoting the

Seal from at least the world

language classes, because I cannot

tell you how proud my students

were when they met the AAPPL

requirements to get the Seal in

North Carolina (even if it's not quite

as complicated as NY!)  It's a real

testament to focusing instruction on

proficiency, and I think it would

have been a lot less...thrilling? if I

hadn't already been focused on

proficiency-based instruction.  

Linda Egnatz

Melanie Thomas

Pat DiPillo

https://twitter.com/SraSpanglish
https://weteachlang.com/2018/06/29/ep-59-part-i-with-richard-kiely-and-eric-hartman
https://www.lingrolearning.com/contrasena/
https://martinabex.com/2018/07/06/movietalk-interpretive-listening-magic/
http://www.lindaegnatz.com/seal-of-biliteracy.html
https://weteachlang.com/2018/06/29/ep-59-part-i-with-richard-kiely-and-eric-hartman
http://www.lindaegnatz.com/my-reading-list.html
http://sealofbiliteracy.org/faq/
https://twitter.com/miprofeAP
http://senoramthomas.blogspot.com/2018/07/frequent-feedback-2.html
http://senoramthomas.blogspot.com/2017/04/resources-for-proficiency-based.html
http://www.pblinthetl.com/2018/05/braggin-rights-aappl-scores-and-seals.html
https://www.actfl.org/news/press-releases/seal-biliteracy-guidelines-released
https://twitter.com/biliteracyseal?lang=es
https://twitter.com/senoraMThomas
https://twitter.com/RedSoxNation
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Reactions to 
past episodes:

Kara Parker (episode 41) has

published a blog about how to

create a proficiency syllabus for

back to school.  She also

provides a template that you

can download and modify for

free!

Steve Smith (epsiode 58)

recently blogged on the newest

research on teaching grammar. 

In the post, Steve summarizes

the research then also discusses

some techniques that could be

applied to the classroom.

https://twitter.com/profnoury
http://www.creativelanguageclass.com/proficiency-syllabus/
https://frenchteachernet.blogspot.com/2018/07/the-latest-research-on-teaching-grammar.html
https://www.facebook.com/weteachlang
https://twitter.com/miprofeAP
https://twitter.com/senoraMThomas
https://twitter.com/angelieWV
https://twitter.com/nanette_leonard
https://twitter.com/MIWLA
https://twitter.com/katielockett

